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STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE WHO STAFF ASSOCIATIONS 

The staff associations of the six WHO regional offices, the International Agency for 
Research on Cancer and the WHO Geneva office have the honour to submit a written statement to 
the Executive Board. 

Our Organization, by its very nature, is closely involved in global affairs. This is 
one of the attractions for those who work for WHO, since the variety of its staff, whether in 
experience, skills or cultural background, provides a breadth of vision and strength of 
purpose to which national organizations cannot aspire. The unfortunate corollary, however, 
is that an organization whose existence depends on international agreement is inevitably more 
vulnerable to every type of global political and economic storm. 

After the political storm of disenchantment with the United Nations, we are hit head-on 
by the current economic crisis which has resulted from the catastrophic depreciation of the 
US dollar against other major currencies, since income is denominated in dollars and 
expenditure is incurred In other currencies• These difficulties, combined with the 
non-payment of assessed contributions by certain Member States, have created a climate in 
which programme planning has entered the realm of "phantom budgetingProgramme delivery 
and the efficient and effective management of operations and finances have become extremely 
difficult, while the recruitment and retention of qualified staff and expertise have been 
seriously jeopardized. The full impact of the resultant damage and its cumulative effects 
will be known only in the future, but it is evident that the damage is widespread and has 
affected all levels of the Organization, including field operations. 

A number of regular budget posts have been frozen, yet programmes still have to be 
implemented• As long-term planning is impossible, staff are recruited on short-term 
contracts of various sorts, including as "consultants", in cases where the work they are 
doing would under normal conditions have been performed by regular staff. This is no service 
either to the individuals concerned, whose status is unclear and who often find themselves in 
a difficult situation, with fewer rights than regular staff, or to the Organization, since 
maximum loyalty and understanding of its needs can only be expected from permanent staff. 

Increasingly, staff are aware of the differences in contractual status between those 
whose posts are funded by the regular budget and those on time-limited and extrabudgetary 
posts. These types of posts were intended for staff performing truly time-limited work. 
Staff whose posts are funded in this way are often denied the relative security of five-year 
or career contracts (since a guarantee of funds is required for their award, which is no 
reflection of the merit and hard work of the staff member concerned). Worse, there is no 
guarantee of renewal from one year to the next. It is unrealistic to expect this practice to 
encourage staff to give their best, as they can never be sure that the project they have 
started will be allowed to continue. 

Funding uncertainty also affects recruitment, since WHO cannot offer contracts 
sufficiently attractive to the high-level experts that are needed. Technical programmes are 
also finding it increasingly difficult to obtain the services of outside experts. In a 
specialized organization such as ours, competition for talent is with private-sector 
employers, and the fact that the salaries of the comparator civil service have dropped 24% 
behind those of the private sector is a serious handicap. Recent comparisons made by the 
International Civil Service Commission (ICSC) of total compensation including expatriate 
benefits have shown that in many duty stations United Nations remuneration is only about 60% 
of that of US civil servants (even in Geneva it is only 80%). This no doubt explains why 
more and more governments make supplementary payments to some of their nationals in order to 
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encourage them to accept posts in organizations of the United Nations system (nine were 
mentioned by the ICSC). We realize, of course, that governments do not resort to this type 
of practice out of sheer generosity, but because they know that otherwise employment offers 
would be turned down. This practice is contrary to the provisions of the United Nations 
Charter (as is the opposite practice of some governments of imposing deductions on the 
salaries of their nationals working in the United Nations system). Supplementary payments 
are all the more objectionable, since the very same governments which have criticized the 
level of United Nations salaries in the past are now obliged to make supplementary payments 
in view of patently insufficient remuneration on the United Nations side. In order to put an 
end to this practice, the remuneration package has to be such as to attract and retain staff 
of all nationalities in all duty stations. 

Yet, in spite of all this, staff who have been with WHO for many years are still loyal 
and committed. That is why they have been hurt above all by the devaluation of their work, 
and by being branded by the media as ineffective bureaucrats. Even in the past few difficult 
months leading to the decisions of the United Nations General Assembly concerning such vital 
issues as pensions and salaries, staff were reluctant to take extreme action in the form of 
work stoppages. A recent survey conducted among staff at headquarters has shown that staff 
are troubled, but unwilling to withdraw their labour. Even if money is scarce, many staff 
members feel that verbal appreciation of their efforts and good press would at least go some 
way towards compensating the losses suffered in other ways. It is hoped that the members of 
the Executive Board will view this loyalty with the respect it deserves, and take it upon 
themselves to do their utmost to protect WHO staff from further attacks. 

Staff in the United Nations system do not have the right to negotiate their conditions 
of employment. Fortunately, however, our Director-General and those at the head of WHO'S 
administration have been fully supportive of staff concerns in bodies such as the 
Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC) and the Consultative Committee on 
Administrative Questions (CCAQ). This has not only helped staff to do their best in spite of 
the difficulties, and to hope for better times ahead; it has also had an impact on the Fifth 
Committee of the United Nations General Assembly, which approved, after lengthy discussions, 
the recommendations of ICSC and the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board (UNJSPB). The 
downward spiral of pensions and salaries has at least been checked, and the post-adjustment 
machinery will eventually grind into motion again after being frozen since 1984, 
Particularly important has been the acceptance of an improvement for staff in duty stations 
with low or negative post adjustments (where deductions are made from net base salary); this 
constitutes an admission of the serious problems encountered by staff in those duty 
stations. These measures are a first step in the right direction and, if followed up, should 
enable the organizations to restore their credibility as employers in due course. 

The Executive Heads have stated clearly that "the true worth of the organizations to 
Member States is entirely dependent on the calibre and competence of their staff. If 
organizations were 110 longer to be served by a staff of the highest competence, independence 
and integrity, and if staff were to continue to bear the effects of the 
political-cum-financial crisis of the organizations, they would soon become impotent"• 
Members of the Executive Board should not forget that, as a WHO governing body, the Board is 
statutorily responsible for establishing personnel policies, and for protecting the staff, 
taking account of the Organization's particular situation and special requirements. 
Article 3.2l of the Staff Regulations is clear on that point. Therefore, the value of 
adhering to the common system should be constantly kept under review by WHO'S governing body. 

1 Salary levels for other staff shall be determined by the Director-General on the 
basis of their duties and responsibilities. The salary and allowance plan shall be 
determined by the Director-General following basically the scale of salaries and allowances 
of the United Nations ••• Any deviations from the United Nations scales of salaries and 
allowances which may be necessary for the requirements of the World Health Organization shall 
be subject to the approval of, or may be authorized by, the Executive Board. 
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In recent difficult months, all those who believe in the work of WHO, all its serving 
staff, and many of its retired staff, have done everything in their power to help the 
Organization to overcome what we all hope will prove to be only temporary setbacks. We feel 
confident that members of the Executive Board will support us by making public their 
recognition of our commitment to the goals of WHO and their regard for our work. 

On the eve of WHO's fortieth anniversary, we look forward to better times ahead. 

COMMENTS BY THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL 

The Director-General has no comments to make. 


